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ABSTRACT 
I Callaert and Veraverbeke (1981) recently obtained a Berry-Esseen-type bound of order n-' for 
Studentized nondegenerate U-statistics of degree two. The condition these authors need to obtain this 
order bound is the finiteness of the 4.5th absolute moment of the kernel h. In this note it is shown 
that this assumption can be weakened to that of a finite ( 4 + E )th absolute moment of the kernel h, 
for some e > 0. Our proof resembles part of Helmers and van Zwet (1982), where an analogous 
result is obtained for the Student t-statistic. The present note extends this to Studentized U-statistics. 
RESUME 
~allaert et Veraverbeke (1981) ont obtenu recemment un limite du type Berry-Esseen de l'ordre 
n-' pour U-statistique non-degenere de degre deux avec un variance estime. Le condition exigee par 
ces auteurs pour obtenir un resultat de cet ordre est I' existence du 4.5 moment absolu du noyau h. 
Ce note montre que cette condition peut Ctre affaibli a !'existence du 4 + e moment absolu du noyau 
h, pour e > 0. Notre epreuve est comparable ii une partie de Helmers et van Zwet ( 1982) ou un 
resultat analogue est obtenu pour la statistique t de Student. Ce note extends ce resultat a U-
statistique avec un variance estime. 
RESULTS 
LetXi,X2, ••. ,Xn, n:::::: 2 be independently and identically distributed random variables 
with common distribution function F. Let h(x, y) be a real-valued function, symmetric in 
its arguments, and with Eh(X1,X2 ) = v. Define a U-statistic 
(n)-1 Un= LL h(X;,Xj), 
2 J 5 i5j'5n 
and suppose that g(X1) = '&[h(X1,X2) - v IX1] has a positive variance <T:. Let 
S~ = 4(n - l)(n - 2)-2 ± [ (n - 1)- 1 ± h(X;, X1) - Un r. 
i= I j= I 
}*i 
(l) 
and note that n- 1 S~ is the jackknife estimator of the variance of Un; i.e., S~ is the sample 
variance of the "pseudovalues" n Un - (n - 1) U~_ 1, where 
u~-1 = 
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for i = l,2, ... ,n. 
THEOREM. If cg I h(X 1, X2 J4 +' < oo for some £ > 0, and a~ > 0, then for n ~ oo 
sup IP({n~s; 1 (U,, - v):::; x}) - <l>(xll = O(n-1). (2) 
x 
Callaert and Veraverbeke (CV) (1981) proved the theorem for the special case£=~. 
The purpose of this note is to show that the theorem is also valid in its present form. Our 
proof will rely heavily on the proof given by Callaert and Veraverbeke. However, to deal 
with the part of their proof which required the full force of their 4.5th absolute moment 
assumption, we will modify their proof and employ the following lemma to obtain a 
sharper result. 
LEMMA. let 
be a U-statistic with a varying kernel h11 of the form 
h,, =a+ n- 113, 
(3) 
(4) 
where a and 13 are symmetric functions of their two arguments with '8a(Xi.X2 ) = v and 
~13(X 1 ,X2 ) = 0. Suppose that"'l(X 1) = ~[a(X 1 ,X2 ) - v IX1] has a positive variance a~. 
Jf "g l-y(X1ll3 < 00 and, for some 11 > 0, 
(5) 
then for n ~ oo 
sup IP({< 1(V11 - v):::; x}) - <l>(x)I = O(n-f), (6) 
·' 
h 2 _ 4 -I 2 w ere T n - n a -y· 
Proof. The lemma is a simple consequence of Theorem 4.1 of Helmers and van Zwet 
(1982). Q.E.D. 
Proof of the theorem. As in CV (1981), we write 
I I 
n'i(U,,-v) n'(U,,-v) _1 
S = 2 2agS,, 
n CTg 
(7) 
and establish a stochastic expansion for 2a xS ,~ 1• Using nothing more than the finiteness 
of '8lh(X1,X2 )J 4 +' for some£> 0, it is proved in CV (1981) that 
n 
2cr8S; 1 = I - ~<r; 2 n- 1 L f(X;) + R,,, (8) 
i~ I 
where the function f is given by 
f(x) = 4{g(x) - <r~} + 8 f,, g( y){h(x,y) - v - g(x) - g( y)} dF( y) (9) 
for real x, and Rn is a remainder term which is of order n -! (In n )- 1, except on a set with 
I 
probability O(n-2), as n ~ oo. It follows directly from (7) and (8) (cf. CV, 1981, p. 197) 
that 
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I I I I P({ n2(U" - v)R,, 2: 2u-gn··q) ::S P({IR11I 
2: n -! (In 11 )- 1 } ) + P (I { n ! (U" - v) I 
2: 2ag In 11}) = O(n-t), 
81 
(10) 
where we have applied the lemma (with O'. = h and [3 = 0) to obtain the order bound in 
the last line. As in CV (198 l ), (7). (8), and (I 0) together imply that it suffices now to 
establish a Berry-Esseen bound for 
(11) 
instead of obtaining such a bound for nts;, 1 ( U11 - v). By slightly modifying the decom-
position of W11 employed in CV (1981), we write 
(12) 
I 
where 20-gn-2w111 +vis a U-statistic with varying kernel h11 of the form V11 [cf. (3)) with 
h,, = O'. + 11· 1[3, where a and [3 are given by 
and 
O'.(x, y) = h(x. y) - kcr ; 1 {g(x)f( y) + g( y)f(x)} 
[3(x,y) = -kcr/{(h(x,y) - v)(f(x) + j(y)) 
-2{g(x)j( y) + g( y)f(x)} - 2µ} 
(13) 
(14) 
with If = J:'""g(x)j(x) dF(x) and where W112 is a remainder term satisfying 'jgW112 = 
0( 11-2) and 
(15) 
We note in passing that W,, 1 and W112 are precisely equal to the terms (11!/2crg)U';, + 
Z111 - 'tf;Z111 + Z112 and '<f;Z111 + Z,, 3 in CV (1981), which together form the decomposition 
of W11 employed in that paper. The order bound ( 15) was proved in CV ( 1981 ), requiring 
er~> 0 and the finiteness of'<f;h 4 (X 1, X2 ). Thus W112 is also of negligible order of magnitude 
under our present assumptions. It remains to consider W111 • The statistic 2crx11-iw,, 1 + v 
is a U-statistic of the form V11 [cf. (3 )] with varying kernel h11 = a + n 1 [3, where O'. and 
[3 are given by (13) and (14) and satisfy the requirements 'jg0'.(X1,X2 ) = v and 
'jg [3(X1> X2) = 0. It follows that, if the assumptions of the lemma are satisfied, we have 
the Berry-Esseen bound 
sup IP({W"' ::s x}) - <P(x)I = O(n-!). (16) 
x 
To check the assumptions needed for ( 16) we note first that in this case ')'(X1) = 
<jg[a(X 1,X2 ) - vlX1] = 'tf;[h(X1,X2 ) - vlX1] = g(X 1) and an application of Jensen's 
inequality for conditional expectations yields 'jg I g(X 1) 13 ::s ''g I h(X 1, X2 ) - v 13 < oo, so that 
the assumptions cr~ > 0 and 'jg I 'Y(X 1 ) 11 < oo of the lemma are clearly satisfied. Secondly 
we verify the assumption (5) of the lemma. By the independence of X1 and X2 , the 
c,-inequality, and the relations (13) and (14) we see that it suffices to show that the 
(~ + 11)th moment of h(Xi.X2), g(X 1 ), andf (X 1) and the (I + ri)th absolute moment of 
h(Xi, X2 ) ·f (X1) are all finite, for some TJ > 0. In view of the remark following (16) we 
need to only consider the last two of these moments. Application of the Schwarz in-
equality, the c,-inequality, and the relation (9) easily leads to the requirements 
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£(g(Xi))4+ 411 < oo, E(h(X1, X2 )2+ 211 < oo. Jensen's inequality for conditional expectations 
can be applied once more to find that we only need 'jgh(Xi, X2 ) 4 ' 411 < oo to guarantee this. 
As Ti> O is arbitrary, the proof of (16) is now complete. Combining (16) with (15), the 
remark preceeding (15), and the argument leading to (l l) completes the proof of the 
theorem. Q.E.D. 
REMARKS 
( l) The idea behind the present modification of the proof given in CV ( 1981) is that by 
applying the Berry-Esseen bound (6) to Wn 1 we implicitly use rather delicate characteristic-
function methods, whereas in CV ( 1981) crude moment bounds are employed to deal with 
part of W" 1• As a consequence it is possible to relax their 4.5th absolute moment 
assumption-which CV (1981) really need only in their treatment of the Wn 1-term-to 
that of a finite (4 + c)th absolute moment for the kernel h, for some e > 0. 
(2) If we take h(x, y) = ~(x, y ), the statistic n1s~ 1 (Un - v) reduces to the one-sample 
Student t-statistic. For this very special case the theorem was proved in Helmers and van 
Zwet (1982) in a similar fashion. Note, however, that in this case W,, 1 simplifies, whereas 
W,, 2 even becomes nonrandom, so that the relation (15) is superfluous. The theorem yields 
the rate n --! for the accuracy of the normal approximation for Student's t, provided 0 < 
~ \X1 14 +• < oo for some e > 0, whereas CV (198 l) need a finite and positive 4.5th absolute 
moment for F to prove this. 
(3) In a recent paper of Ahmad (1983) it was stated (see his Theorem 2.1) that the 
Berry-Esseen bound for nondegenerate Studentized U-statistics of degree 2 is also valid 
under the weaker assumption of a finite 4th absolute moment for the kernel h. However, 
the proof given obviously fails at a crucial point [in the relation (2 .10) of Ahmad ( 1983), 
T! must be replaced by TN; the resulting probability bound is only 0(1), instead of the 
required O(n-!)]. In fact, it is quite clear that Ahmad's approach cannot produce a 
I 
Berry-Esseen-type bound of order n-2: the middle term on the r.h.s. of the basic inequality 
I (2.6) in Ahmad (1983) is typically of the order of l if we take En = n -2. 
Note added in proof. Since this work was completed, a paper of Zhao Lincheng ((1983), 
Science Exploration, Changsha, China, 3, no. 2, 45-52) has appeared. In this paper the 
Berry-Esseen bound for non-degenerate Studentized U-statistics of degree 2 is proved 
under the slightly weaker assumption of a finite fourth moment for the kernel h. Zhao 
Lincheng's proof resembles ours, but his treatment of the remainder R11 in the stochastic 
expansion (8) is somewhat different. 
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